
MOSFET

MOSFET Oversight ensures the safety, e!ciency, and sustainability of operations that powers the fleet & security of VIP personnel’s travelling in 

fleets. Using real time streaming of 2 cameras (Inside & Outside) coupled with real time GPS tracking of vehicles, it allows the central control 

room/monitoring station to have exact A/V & location availability of its fleet & VIP Personnel’s to take immediate response measures in case of 

any mishaps or emergencies.

Oversight

Can be easily removed and installed in any vehicle within 5 minutes. 

Plug & Play concept wherein the driver/co-driver can plug the device 

into the available cigarette lighter (12V) port and clip the device to the 

windshield using a phone mount or 3M bracket (Provided with the 

device). All activated devices will be live with real time tracking & A/V 

feed within minutes of mounting.

Portable installation

The monitoring station will receive near real time location with details 

of route, speed, path being taken by vehicle as well as the A/V feed of 

whatever is happening inside the car and in front of the vehicle. This 

feed will be critical in cases which require emergency responses and 

data can be stored in Server as well as the device for future 

showcasing.

Real time Response

The device has 2 cameras & inbuilt GPS tracker. The outside camera 

facing the front of the vehicle as a FHD resolution of 1080p while the 

inside camera is Night Vision and has HD resolution of 720p. The device 

also support 2 way communication so that the control room can always 

communicate with the vehicles occupants directly without the need of 

a phone.

Dual Camera, GPS & 2 Way communication (All in One) 

See the route, speed & video of routes previously taken by vehicle. Also 

determine if the driver has unreasonable driving behavior such as rash 

driving, over speeding etc.

Historical Reports & Driver Behavior Analysis 

mosfet technologies


